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I f you are out hunting 
and see a horse with 
a red ribbon in its tail, 

you stay well clear, for it’s 
an indication that the horse 
is liable to kick. It’s a simple 

system that almost everyone who hunts is 
familiar with. You don’t see horses with blue 
ribbons often, as these indicate a stallion, but 
green ribbons are more common, indicating a 
young or perhaps nervous horse that is inclined 
to spook. 

On a recent shoot I came across Toby, a 
mature black Labrador with a fluorescent 
yellow collar. The dog’s handler, Graham 
Seeley, explained that Toby was a rescue animal 
— he’d been found wandering without a collar 
or microchip — and had evidently been trained 
as a gundog, but he was a nervous animal that 
was liable to panic if he felt threatened. The 
yellow collar was part of an initiative started 
by an organisation called Spacedogs. A yellow 
ribbon (or collar) on a dog “signifies that this 
dog and its owner would appreciate a little 

For serious field triallers, late 
summer is a busy time, checking 
which trials are being held where, 

filling in entry forms, writing cheques, 
posting off completed entries to perhaps 
as many as 50 different clubs, and then 
trying to co-ordinate everything in the 
diary. For many years Tim Hankey 
watched his wife Jennie undertake 
this annual ritual. Jennie is a leading 
Labrador handler: she first qualified  
for the Retriever Championship in 2001 
with her bitch FTCh Swinbrook Clover.

No matter how good your dog is, 
qualifying for the Championship is 
difficult. That’s why handlers such as 
Jennie will enter as many as 60 trials  
every season in the hope of competing  
in perhaps eight. Almost all retriever  

Entering field trials can be an administrative 
nightmare, but one man has an online solution that 
makes it a dream. David Tomlinson finds out more

Yellow collars for dogs

“All the dogs had a job to 
do and clearly delighted  

in getting on with it”

A campaign to give certain dogs 
“breathing space” is a great idea

DAVID TOMLINSON

currently 6,677 
dogs on the 
database, and you 
can view each 
one, checking on 
such details as 
its breeder and 
owner. There’s 

a complete list of 
all field trial clubs, 

along with their 
officers, and a list of all 

the trials and tests being 
run, plus a calendar of events. 

You can view all the entries for 
a trial before the draw has taken place, 
while the computerised draw itself not 
only ensures fair play, it is tamper-proof. 
For any keen follower of field trials it’s a 
mine of fascinating information.

According to Tim, there are 
considerable costs to hosting, supporting 
and managing the system, and these need 
to be recovered to ensure FTMS’s future 
— yet membership costs a mere £12.50 
per annum for handlers, and it’s free for 
club secretaries. Members get access to the 
database via a user name and password, 
while the system’s automated email 
service reminds them of new trials, draw 
closing dates and the results of the draw. 
You can view the result of the draw, and 
eventually the trial itself, online.

What makes all this so clever is that  
it runs so efficiently without an expensive 
full-time administrator inputting  
data. To say I was impressed is an 
understatement: for anyone who trials, 
the modest membership fee is an absolute 
bargain. There is only one mystery about 
FTMS: the Kennel Club has shown no 
interest in it at all. Why? 

Taking the trial 
out of trialling

more space”. The Yellow Ribbon Campaign is a 
great idea, but to succeed it needs widespread 
publicity, which is why I’m writing about it here.

From the campaign’s website (www.
spacedogs.org.uk) I learned that the founder 
of Spacedogs, Judi Rudd, initially got the idea 
from Australia. It prompted her to set up the 
charity and its website, where you can buy 
yellow collars, leads and jackets. I can’t imagine 
anyone taking a dog shooting wearing a yellow 
jacket declaring, “I need space”, but the collar  
is practical for a shooting day.

The day I met Toby was notable for the 
variety and number of dogs taking part. The 
breeds represented included English springer, 
cocker spaniel, Labrador, golden retriever, 
Hungarian wirehaired vizsla and Nova Scotia 
duck-tolling retriever. There were also two 
Rottweilers working like placid Labradors. 

The other remarkable thing (though not 
particularly noteworthy if you are only used to 
gundogs) was how well they all got on together. 
There was far less socialising between the 
dogs than when a couple of poodles meet in 
the local park. All the dogs had a job to do and 
clearly delighted in getting on with it, ignoring 
each other almost completely. Even Toby with 
his yellow collar wasn’t bothered by any of the 
other dogs present. 

Email David at stgundog@btinternet.com.

trials are oversubscribed, which  
is why it’s important to enter  
as many as possible, and  
why the whole business is  
so time consuming. 

Tim was convinced 
that there had to be 
a better way. Having 
spent his life designing 
software for companies 
such as BT, he was 
confident he could come 
up with the answer. In 2010 
he started work on what is now 
called the Field Trial Management 
System, or FTMS. It is now in its second 
operational year.

Writing software and designing a 
website capable of answering all the 

it works. The most 
important feature, 
he emphasised, 
was that it 
concentrates all 
the information 
required to 
manage both 
trials and tests 
on one system, 
via one website. 
“It’s an online system 
that guides a field trial 
secretary through the process 
of setting up a trial, and guides a 
member through the process of entering 
and (hopefully) running in a trial,” he  
told me. 

Easy-to-use website
Much of the trialling community is on the 
senior side of 50, and though many may 
have smartphones and computers, there’s 
still a considerable number who are wary 
of doing things online. With FTMS they 
needn’t be — it is as simple a website to use 
as I’ve come across. Navigating your way 
through FTMS is entirely logical, even 
for the computer illiterate: it’s very much 
easier than booking a flight with Ryanair, 
for instance. There are no booby traps to 
ensnare you, and there’s no possibility of 
inadvertently entering a two-day open 
retriever stake in Yorkshire when you 
really wanted to run in a novice cocker 
stake in Kent. 

What fascinated me was the wealth of 
information available to FTMS members 
at just the click of a mouse. There are 

INSET: Tim Hankey has used his experience writing 
company software to create a system for field trialsD
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needs of the field trial community 
is an enormously complex business. 
Fortunately, Tim had the knowledge, 
the skill and the experience to do it. He 
explained that designing FTMS was not 
that different from designing a car: you 
want to make sure that it has four wheels 
and a suitable engine, but you also need a 
precise idea of what you want it to do and 
how it’s going to do it.

With FTMS, Tim required a single 
point of entry for handlers who wanted 
to enter trials. Instead of having to enter 
their name, their dog’s name, plus all 
the other details required by the Kennel 
Club on to 50 or 60 entry forms, his idea 
was for these details to be entered once 

only, but in a way that they could 
be readily updated. But while 

the handlers are at the core 
of what FTMS does, Tim 
added much more detail 
to ensure that the system 
includes everything 
that the trialler or club 
secretary could possibly 

need. FTMS is a tool 
for both handler and 

club secretary alike, saving 
time, stamps and masses of 

paperwork in the process.
I went to see Tim at his home on 

the Norfolk/Suffolk border, and in his 
crowded office he explained his thinking 
behind FTMS, before demonstrating how 

“WHAT 
FASCINATED ME 

WAS THE WEALTH 
OF INFORMATION 

AVAILABLE TO FTMS 
MEMBERS AT JUST 

THE CLICK OF A 
MOUSE”

Field triallers spend hours filling in entry forms,  
but if over-subscribed they won’t be allowed to run


